Abstract. The more complex to develop and manage systems the more software design faults increase, making fault-tolerant systems highly required. To ensure their quality, the normal and exceptional behaviors must be tested and/or veried. Software testing is still a dicult and costly software development task and a reasonable amount of eort has been employed to develop techniques for testing programs' normal behaviors. For the exceptional behavior, however, there is a lack of techniques and tools to eectively test it. To help in testing and analyzing fault-tolerant systems, we present in this paper a tool that provides an automatic generation of data-ow test cases for objects and exceptionhandling mechanisms of Java programs and data/control-ow graphs for program analysis. To ensure the quality of fault-tolerant systems, normal and exceptional behaviors must be tested. One promising approach is the data-ow testing, which focuses on data status [3] , analyzing the life cycle of data to nd out unexpected or anomalous behaviors. However, testing programs is still an expensive software development activity because it is aimed at dynamically analyzing the product.
Introduction
The more complex to develop and manage systems the more software design faults increase [1] and, today, a signicant amount of code is dedicated to error detection and recovery [2] . Exception-handling mechanisms provide a clear separation of codes for error recovery and normal behavior, helping in decreasing code complexity and software design faults. Due to these benets, exception-handling is recognized as a good approach to provide fault-tolerant software [1] .
To ensure the quality of fault-tolerant systems, normal and exceptional behaviors must be tested. One promising approach is the data-ow testing, which focuses on data status [3] , analyzing the life cycle of data to nd out unexpected or anomalous behaviors. However, testing programs is still an expensive software development activity because it is aimed at dynamically analyzing the product.
One of the main problems is related to the number of test cases necessary to cover the whole program, and test criteria [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] have been created with this aim. These criteria establish how much a program must be tested to achieve certain quality requirements. [10] , in which the exceptional behavior is treated resulting in the error recovery. To test them, a set of techniques that explore object-ow information was developed to guide test cases selection in the object-oriented paradigm [6, 8, 9] .
The tool presented here is based on two coverage criteria: for normal the behavior, the criteria proposed by Chen and Kao [6] ; and for the exceptional behavior, the criteria proposed by Sinha and Harrold [9, 8] . Some concepts related to both criteria are briey discussed here:
Object-denition: when the constructor of the object is invoked; the value of an attribute is explicitly assigned; or a method that initiates or update attributes of the object is invoked.
Object-usage: an object is used when one of its attributes is used in a predicate or a computation; one method that uses an attribute value is invoked; or an object is passed as parameter in a method invocation. all activated exception, related to at least one deactivation, is tested; all-e-deact :
all pairs of exception activation-deactivation (e-ad) pairs are tested.
To satisfy those criteria [6, 9, 8] , test cases must be created to cover all object and exception du and act-deact-pairs. To identify the actual du pairs, one must rst identify all du of objects and exceptions and create the object and exception control-ow graphs (OCFG). Building the OCFG for objects and exceptions is very error-prone and cannot be left to users. The forthcoming section presents a tool to automate these steps.
3
OConGraX -Test Cases for the Normal and Exceptional Behaviors
OConGraX has been created to help in testing (data-ow) and analyzing Java programs. The tool reads a Java Project and provides the following basic services:
Denitions, uses and def-use pairs of objects: the set of test cases based on the criterion of all denition-use (du ) pairs of objects are generated; Denitions, uses and def-use pairs of exceptions: the set of test cases based on the criterion of all denition-use (e-du ) pairs of exceptions are generated; OCFG with the additional information on exception-handling; Graphs and test cases exported as images or XML les.
OConGraX can be used to automatically generate test cases for normal and exceptional behaviors of Java systems. This section shows the use of the tool to this purpose. First, an example is presented (Fig. 1) followed by the data-ow test cases generated for the normal and exceptional behaviors. The example was adapted from the one showed in [9] In OConGraX, once an input is chosen, a tree with all information about the selected project can be accessed as shown in Fig. 2(a) . To obtain the denitions and uses of objects (and exceptions), one can select from the View menu the option Def-Use. A tab will come along on the right panel in which the Package, Class and Method can be selected and the code lines where a denition or a use occur will be presented. Figure 2 option Full Graph shows the whole graph, otherwise only parts of the graph related to the selected object will appear. Figure 3 shows the graph obtained when we select package: default package, class: DataBaseManipulation and exception: ue with the Full Graph option selected. Testing a program depends very much on tools support; otherwise this activity could be neglected in the development process to reduce costs. 
